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Abstract
The alignment of short reads to genomes is an important part of many
computational tasks that utilize next-generation sequencing data, including assembling of
reads into genomes, genotyping, and measuring gene expression. Although recent
technological advances have produced increasingly higher quality data, the complexity of
genomes places an inherent limitation on how effectively short-read aligners can perform.
Thus, there is a need to investigate the extent to which genomic complexity affects the
performance of short-read aligners.
Researchers generally agree that aligning short reads to reference genomes
becomes harder if such genomes are embedded with complex repeat structures. There has
been, however, little to no effort that attempt to quantify this intuitive understanding.
Existing measures of sequence complexity do not seem well suited for the purpose of
understanding and quantifying how hard it is to align reads to genomes. We investigated
several measures of complexity and found that length sensitive measures of complexity
were best suited for this task. In particular, the rate of distinct substrings of length k,
where k is similar to the read length, correlated very highly to alignment performance in
terms of precision and recall. We showed how to compute this and other related measures,
optimally, in linear time, making it useful in practice to estimate quickly the hardness of
alignment for new genomes without having to align reads to them first.
In next-generation sequencing technologies, sequencing depth refers to the
expected coverage of nucleotides by short reads. It is computed based on the assumption
that reads are synthesized uniformly across chromosomes. Further, it does not taken into
account the difficulty of aligners in dealing with the complexity of genomes. As a result,
although a depth of 10x means that on average a base is covered 10 times, in reality some
bases might not be covered at all. Until now, there is no systematic approach to predict the
actual coverage based on sequencing depth.
In this paper, we show that the effective coverage of a chromosome, i.e. the actual
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amount of bases covered by reads, is highly correlated with repeat complexity. In essence,
the more repeats a genome has, the less it is covered by short reads. Further, we show that
among traditional measures of sequence complexity, the notion of repeat complexity is the
best measure that captures the highest correlation between effective coverage and genome
complexity. This works makes it possible to predict actual coverage of genomes at a given
sequencing depth.
We found a strong negative correlation between the repeat complexity of a
genomic sequence and the performance of aligning short reads to the sequence. Using
genomic sequences from a diverse number of species, we found that as repeat complexity
increased, the performance of several popular aligners was reduced proportionally. This
negative correlation was strongly observed with respect to three important aspects of
aligners’ performance: precision, accuracy and chromosomal coverage by aligned reads.
We took advantage of such strong correlation to construct linear regression models that
could predict accurately alignment performance based on repeat complexity without
having to align millions of reads to genomes. This result suggests an efficient way of
selecting aligners for specific genomes of interest and creates potential for reducing
experimental cost.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Advances in next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have fostered an
active development of computational methods to align short reads to reference genomes
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. The alignment of short reads to reference genomes plays a critical
role in many important computational problems that utilize NGS data and reference
genomes such as genome assembly, genotyping, and measuring gene expression. To find
best performing aligners, a conventional approach is to compare different aligners on
selected genomic datasets and pick the best ones based on their overall performance
[9, 10]. While this approach can identify high-performing aligners with studied genomes,
it is not certain how accurately the aligners will perform on new genomes. In other words,
the most reliable way to find the best aligners for a new genome has been simply trying
different aligners on that particular genome and pick the best ones. But experimenting
with different software configurations and parameters to find the best aligner for a specific
genomic dataset is often time consuming. And as a result, researchers often adopt a
well-known aligner and presume that it is good enough for any type of genomes.
Researchers generally believe that the hardness of aligning short reads is very
much related to the complexity of genomes; it is easier to misalign short reads when the
genomes of interest have long and complicated repeat patterns. While there has been an
interest in measuring complexity of strings, recent attention has been focused on
complexity of DNA sequences [11, 12, 13, 14]. Whiteford et al. [14] utilized k-mer
frequencies as a way to visualize and understand the complexity of genomes. Kurtz et al.
[13], similarly, annotated plant genomes with k-mer frequencies so that repeat structures
and characteristics can be easily visualized. With the same approach to understanding
genome complexity, Chor et al. [12] analyzed k-mer spectra of over 100 species and
observed multimodal spectra for regions with specific CG content characteristics.
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Unfortunately, these measures cannot be easily quantified and immediately adopted to
study how complexity affects the hardness of short-read alignment.
The performance of aligners is affected greatly by the abundance of repeats in
genomes, which is dictated to a large extent by the complexity of organisms [15]
examined about 100 species and reported that biological complexity increased notably
from prokaryotes to multicellular eukaryotes, and much of this biological complexity was
caused by an increase of gene duplication, abundance of spliceosomal introns and mobile
genetic elements.
Complexity of genomes has been studied intensively sine the difficulty of
sequencing genomes generally much depends on the complexity of the genomes.
Obviously, the abundance of repeats in the genomes make it difficult to identify the exact
position of short-reads in those repetitive regions. Lempel and Ziv [16, 17] formulated the
notion LZ-complexity and related it to how much sequences can be compressed. Becher
et al. [11] introduced the I-complexity, which is defined in terms of discrete logs of
longest common prefixes of consecutive sorted suffixes. The authors showed that the
I-complexity was close to the LZ-complexity.
In this paper, we propose measures of complexity that are best suited for the
analysis and understanding of the hardness of short-read alignment. The inspiration for
this work lies in the observation that complex repeat structures in DNA that affect the
performance of computational tasks are length specific. For instance, in finding regulatory
motifs in DNA sequences, repeated structures of interest are around 8-25 characters long.
On the other hand, in aligning reads to genomes, such repeats probably have little effect
on the performance of aligners. This means that measures such as the I-complexity that
are general and not length-specific might not be best. We will show that our proposed
length-specific measures are indeed much more accurate.
The effective coverage of a genome is the percentage of the genomic sequence
covered by aligned reads; see Figure 1. This measure is different from the sequencing
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Figure 1. Effective coverage; which is computed by the ratio between the purple region
and the reference.
depth that is often used in discussions about the number of reads in an experiment. An
sequencing depth is determined before the alignment takes place. It is based on the
assumption that reads are uniformly distributed in chromosomes. The performance
measure of coverage is the actual amount of genomic bases that are covered by aligned
reads after the alignment takes place. While an sequencing depth is usually greater than 1
(e.g. 10x), the actual coverage by aligned reads is at most 1.
Here we present the concept of effective coverage as an insightful outcome of
short-read aligners. Also, We used a simple definition of repeat complexity, Rk , defined as
the number of repeats of length k divided by the total number substrings of length k. To
select good performing aligners for this experiment, a conventional approach is to
compare different aligners on selected genomic datasets and pick the best ones based on
their overall performance [9, 10]. We picked 10 aligners, which are widely known and
represent all existing methods of short-read alignment. We found that when k is similar to
read length, Rk correlated strongly with effective chromosomal coverage, while other
complexity had low correlation. This observation and hypothesis possibly allow to predict
the genome actual coverage at a given sequencing depth.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1

Next Generation Sequencing (NGS)
Next generation sequencing technologies have the capability of providing large

numbers of short reads inexpensively and accurately. To take advantage of these
technologies, many computational methods have been developed to align short reads to
reference genomes. Nevertheless, the ability to predict performance of these aligners is
very limited. We will show how the complexity of genome can be used to predict
performance of popular aligners.
2.2

Alignment problem
Alignment problem is generally given a reference genome and short reads that

belong to an unknown genome, aligning the reads to the reference genome. It is a very
common problem in bioinformatics area, as shown in Figure 2.
NGS technologies provide large numbers of short reads. Applications rely on the
alignment of reads to genomes. There are many short-read aligners, but it is often hard to
select the best aligners for genomes of interest. It is not clear how well your favorite
aligner will perform on new genomes. Different techniques are based on different
indexing mechanisms and seed-extension strategies. Popular NGS methods include:
• Hash tables with gapped or contiguous seeds (SHRiMP2, mrFAST, SeqAlto, )
• Hash tables with seed extension heuristics (GASST, Smalt, )
• FM-index (Bowtie2, BWA-SW, SOAP2, )
• FM-index combined with seed extension heuristics (Cushaw2, Masai, )

4
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Figure 2. Alignment problem.

Chapter 3
Method
Genome complexity is defined in terms of distinct substrings, which are inversely
proportional to repeats. We consider the I-complexity [11] as a candidate measure. We
introduce additionally D, a more direct measure of distinct substrings, and Dk , defined in
terms of k-mer repeats to account for the fact that different repeat lengths affect
computational performance differently. We will describe how to compute these measures
efficiently since predicting alignment performance requires computing complexity of
many potentially very large genomes.
3.1

Suffix arrays and longest common prefix arrays
Suffix arrays (SA) and longest-common prefix (LCP) arrays are useful for

counting repeats and distinct substrings. The suffix array of a string is an array that stores
positions of sorted suffixes of the string. An optimal construction takes Θ(n) time and
space [22]. The LCP array of a string, is a companion data structure to the suffix array.
LCP [0] is 0, and LCP [i] is the length of the longest common prefix between the two
suffixes starting at positions SA[i] and SA[i − 1]. Once the suffix array is constructed, the
LCP array can be trivially constructed in Θ(n) time. Common prefixes of sorted suffixes
in a suffix array form consecutive runs of repeats. The LCP array can be used to calculate
lengths of these repeats.
[11] introduced the I-complexity as a measure of complexity of strings. The
I-complexity of a DNA sequence g is:

I(g) =

|g|
X

log4 (LCP [i] + 1) − log4 (LCP [i] + 2)

i=1

The authors established upper and lower bounds for I(g), studied its distribution,
and showed that it was close to g’s Lempel-Ziv complexity.
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3.2 I-complexity and D-complexity
Becher et al. [11] introduced the I-complexity as a measure of complexity of
strings. It is proportional to the number of distinct substrings of the input string.
Specifically, the I-complexity of a DNA sequence g is defined to be:

I(g) =

|g|
X

log4 (LCP [i] + 2) − log4 (LCP [i] + 1)

i=1

where LCP [i] is the length of the longest common prefix of the suffixes of g starting at
positions S[i] and at S[i − 1], and S is the suffix array of g. The suffix array S of g stores
implicitly lexicographically sorted suffixes of g; i.e. for i < j, gS[i]···|g| (the suffix starting
at index S[i]) is lexicographically smaller than gS[j]···|g| (the suffix starting at index S[j]).
The somewhat non-intuitive definition of the I-complexity has some advantages.
The authors established upper and lower bounds for I(g), and showed that it was close to
the Lempel-Ziv complexity of g. Further, it can be computed in linear time because the
suffix and LCP arrays can be constructed in linear time [23].
Although the I-complexity will be used in our attempt to explore the relationship
between complexity and hardness of alignment, we introduce a similar measure, D(g),
counts directly the rate of distinct substrings:

D(g) =

2 · |{x : f (x) > 0}|
|g| · (|g| + 1)

where f (x) denotes the number of occurrences of x in g. To be precise, D(g) is equal to
the total number of distinct substrings divided by the total number of substrings of g.
D(g) can be computed in linear time, due to the following lemma.
Lemma 1. |{x : f (x) > 0}| =

P|g|

i=1

i−

P|g|

i=1

LCP [i]

Proof. Suppose that a substring s of g occurs exactly k times. Then, there will be a block
of size k in the suffix array that corresponds to k suffixes that have s as the common
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prefix. More specifically, assume that s is the common prefix of the suffixes of g starting
at positions S[i], S[i + 1], · · · , S[i + k − 1]. We will call the occurrence of s at position
S[i] its representative occurrence, and its occurrences at
S[i + 1], S[i + 2], · · · , S[i + k − 1] its repeat occurrences.
Each repeat occurrence of s is a prefix of the longest common prefix of the suffixes
starting at S[i + 1], S[i + 2], · · · , S[i + k − 1]. This means, each repeat occurrence of s is
accounted for uniquely by the values of LCP [i + 1], LCP [i + 2], · · · , LCP [i + k − 1].
If we focus on a position, for example i + 1, we can see that the longest common
prefix between S[i + 1] and S[i] (let’s call it p1···j ) accounts uniquely for j repeat
occurrences, namely p1 , p1···2 , · · · , p1···(j−1) . One of these is s; the rest are repeat
occurrences of other substrings.
In other words, each repeat occurrence is accounted for uniquely in some entry of
LCP and each entry of LCP accounts uniquely for some repeat occurrences. That
P
implies that |g|
i=1 LCP [i] accounts for the total repeat occurrences of all substrings of g.
P
Further, |g|
i=1 i is the total number of substrings of g, since there are exactly i
substrings starting at position i. Thus, if we remove all repeat occurrences from the total
number of substrings, we will get precisely the total number of representative
P|g|
P|g|
LCP [i].
− i=1
occurrences. This means |{x : f (x) > 0}| = i=1
3.3

Length-sensitive Measures of Complexity
A motivation for this work lies in the observation that the complexity of DNA

sequences is dependent on specific computational tasks that are sensitive not only to
certain patterns but also to the length of such patterns. Lengths of patterns that affect
computational efficiency and effectiveness can be very different for different
computational tasks. For example, in motif finding, motif lengths are between 5 and 40,
whereas in short-read alignment, repeat lengths similar to the read length (between 35 and
500) have more impact.
In addition to the I and D, we introduce two notions of length-sensitive measures
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of genome complexity. The motivation is that, depending on which computational tasks
that are affected by the complexity of genomes, only a narrow range of repeat lengths play
an important role. Given a number k, we define Dk and Rk as follows:

Dk (g) =
Rk (g) =

|{x : f (x) > 0, |x| = k}|
|g| − k + 1
P
f (x)>1,|x|=k f (x)
|g| − k + 1

where f (x) is the number of occurrences of x in g. Dk and Rk measure the rates of
distinct substrings and repeats, respectively, of length k. Rk and Dk are not exact
“opposites” because Rk does not account for non-repeats, whereas Dk does. Rk is related
to the function C(k, r) proposed by Whiteford et al.[14]. C(k, r) is the count of k-mers
P
repeating exactly r times. Therefore, Rk = r>1 r · C(k, r).
Dk , and Rk can be computed in linear time and space using suffix and LCP arrays,
based on the following lemmas.
Lemma 2. |{x : f (x) > 0, |x| = k}| = |{j : S[j] ≤ |g| − k + 1 and LCP [j] < k}|
Proof. A k-substring of g must start at an index between 1 and |g| − k + 1. Further, if
LCP [j] < k, the k-prefix of the suffix starting at S[j] is different from the k-prefix of the
suffix starting at S[j − 1]. Thus, each j for which S[j] ≤ |g| − k + 1 and LCP [j] < k
represents exactly one distinct k-substring.
On the other hand, if S[j] > |g| − k + 1 or LCP [j] ≥ k, then the k-substring
starting at S[j] does not exist or is not distinct. Since LCP runs through all positions of g,
all distinct k-substrings are uniquely accounted for.
Lemma 3.

P

f (x)>1,|x|=k

f (x) =

P

[i,j]∈Ik (j

− i + 2), where Ik is the set of intervals

[i, j]’s, where i ≤ j, such that
1. LCP [u] ≥ k for i ≤ u ≤ j
9

2. LCP [i − 1] < k unless i = 1
3. LCP [j + 1] < k unless j = |g|
Proof. A k-repeat is a substring x of length k, with f (x) > 1. Since the suffix array S is
sorted lexicographically, S forms consecutive runs of k-repeats, which are k-prefixes of
the suffixes stored implicitly by S. More specifically, each interval [i, j] ∈ Ik corresponds
to all occurrences of exactly one k-repeat. The number of occurrences for each k-repeat is
exactly j − i + 2.
The set Ik can be computed in linear time by scanning through the LCP array
once, from beginning to end. Note that the index of LCP runs from 1 to |g|, and
LCP [1] = 0.

3.3.1

Performance of short-read alignment
We investigate how genome complexity affects the performance of popular

short-read aligners in two different aspects:
1. How genome complexity affects to the accuracy (defined in terms of precision and
recall) of short-read aligners. Precision and recall are often used to measure
accuracy of aligners, e.g. see [6], where precision is defined as the fraction of
aligned reads that are correctly aligned and recall is defined as the fraction of reads
that are correctly aligned. As such, correlating complexity to raw alignment
accuracy in terms of precision and recall sheds light on the first-order, low-level,
and raw performance of aligners.
2. How genome complexity affects to the effective coverage resulted from reads
aligned to reference genomes by the aligners. Although high precision and recall are
desirable, the ultimate goal is to cover with aligned reads as much of reference
genomes as possible. Good aligners can map reads approximately to repetitive
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regions of genomes and can cover the genomes more effectively than an inferior
aligner can.
It is important to distinguish between the notions of expected coverage and
effective coverage. Expected coverage of a genome (or chromosome) is a widely used
notion that is defined as the product of read length and number of reads divided by
genome (or chromosome) length. Thus, expected coverage is the expected number of
times a nucleotide is covered by aligned reads. In practice, reads are not uniformly aligned
on chromosomes, and consequently, large regions of chromosomes (especially those that
have long repeats or are technically hard to sequence) might be uncovered even with a
high (much greater than 1) expected coverage.
We define effective coverage as the fraction of nucleotides that are actually
covered by aligned reads. Effective coverage is a number between 0 and 1. It can be
calculated only after all reads are aligned, whereas expected coverage can be calculated
before any read is aligned. Effective coverage disregards nucleotides that are not covered
by aligned reads but might be covered by interpolating closely aligned reads. This task
belongs to assemblers and is beyond the scope of aligners.
3.4

Relating genome complexity to hardness of aligning short reads to genomes
I, D, Dk , and Rk provide quantitative measures of complexity for each genome.

Intuitively, the more distinct substrings a reference genome has (i.e. high values of I, D,
and Dk ), the easier to align reads to the reference genome. Conversely, the more long
repeats the genome has, the more difficult to align reads to it correctly; this is because the
probability of mismatching of a read with a wrong substring is higher.
We measure the performance of an alignment algorithm using precision and recall,
where precision is defined as the fraction of aligned reads that are correct (i.e. number of
correctly aligned reads divided by the total number of aligned reads); and recall is defined
as the fraction of reads that are correctly aligned (i.e. number of correctly aligned reads
divided by the total number of reads). These definitions were also used by Liu et al. [6].
11

To correlate complexity values to hardness of alignment, for each measure of
complexity, we computed the linear correlation between the complexity values of
sequences in a diverse data set including 100 genomic sequences, and the actual
performance for each of 10 popular aligners. A good measure of complexity will correlate
highly with alignment performance.
3.4.1

Correlating and predicting alignment performance
By investigating both aspects of alignment performance, we get a clear picture of

how genome complexity relates to the hardness of short-read alignment. Specifically, to
investigate how genome complexity (variable C) affects accuracy of alignment (variable
A) and effective coverage of genomes (variable E), we measure linear correlations
between
• variables C and A on simulated reads. The use of simulated reads enables us to
pinpoint exact locations of correct alignments and consequently compute precision
and recall.
• variables C and E on real reads. Since we do not know for certain if real reads are
correctly aligned, calculating precision and recall is impossible. Further, unknown
distributions of real reads makes it more meaningful compare effective coverage of
aligners.
For each complexity measure, complexity values of genomic sequences in each
dataset are obtained and correlated to each aligner’s alignment performance (alignment
accuracy and chromosomal coverage, separately.) Linear correlation between two
variables (e.g. between D100 and precision) is quantified in the Pearson correlation
coefficient R, whose value is between -1 and 1. If R = 0, there is no correlation between
the two variables. If R is 1 (or -1), the two variables are maximally positively (or
negatively) correlated. Generally, R ≥ 0.75 implies a high correlation. Although a high
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correlation does not necessarily imply causation, it can be used to predict outcomes of one
variable based on values of the other.
High correlation between alignment accuracy/effective coverage and genome
complexity enabled us to construct linear regression models for the performance profile of
each aligner. To evaluate the effectiveness of the models, we selected a testbed of diverse
genomic sequences, from which 50% of the sequences are selected randomly for training
and building linear models. Then, the other 50% of the sequences are used for predicting
performance both alignment accuracy (variable A) and effective coverage (variable E).
Multiple rounds of cross validation with repeated random subsampling are performed to
reduce variability and increase robustness of the method. Each aligner is evaluated based
on its average prediction error.

13

Chapter 4
Results
4.1

Genomic data and short-read aligners
We selected from NCBI and EMBL-EBI databases a total of 100 genomic

sequences from bacteria, plants, and eukaryotes (including human chromosomes) with
diverse complexity. “N” bases were removed from these genomic sequences because they
were not real contents and constituted false long repeats that inappropriately affected the
true complexity of the genomes.
Dataset: the dataset was created to measure correlations between genome
complexity and accuracy of short-read aligners in terms of precision and recall. Obtained
from public databases, this dataset consists of 100 genomic sequences, which are genomes
from bacteria, plants, and eukaryotes (including human chromosomes). These genomic
sequences were selected based on their diverse genome complexity in terms of D, Dk and
I. Additional information about Dataset 1 is described in Supplementary. “N” bases were
removed from these genomic sequences because they were not real contents and
constituted false long repeats that inappropriately affected the true complexity of the
genomes. For each genome, 2x (expected) coverage of reads at lengths 50, 75, and 100
were generated using the wgsim program, part of the SAMtool package [24]. Reads were
generated with sequencing error rates 0.5%, 1%, and 2%; mutation rates varying from
0.1% to 1%. By default, 15% of mutations are indels.
Short-read aligners: we selected 10 popular short-read aligners that employ different
algorithmic techniques and indexing structures: SHRiMP2 [1], mrFAST [2], SeqAlto [3],
GASSST [25], Bowtie2 [4], BWA-SW [5], SOAP2 [26], CUSHAW2 [6], Masai [7], and
Smalt [8]. We used default parameters to run these programs because these aligners
appeared to perform well and consistent over the 100 genomes at such settings. Software
packages for the aligners were obtained from original sources. Additional information
about the software is described in Supplementary. Experiments were done with default
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parameters, with which the aligners appeared to perform well and consistent. Tweaking
parameters can squeeze higher performance out of each aligner, but that does not add
value to our purpose, which is to relate aligner performance to genome complexity. We
observed and anticipated that although different parameter profiles might alter an aligner’s
performance a little, similar correlations between its performance and genome complexity
would still be observed.
Simulated reads were used so that accuracy of aligners could be measured. For
each genome, 2x coverage of reads at lengths 50, 75, and 100 were generated using the
wgsim program [24]. Reads were generated with default parameters; sequencing base
error equal to 2%, mutation rate equal to 0.1% of which 15% are indels.
4.2

Overview performance of aligners
The average performance over 100 genomic sequences for read lengths 50, 75 and

100 is summarized in Table 1. The performance of all aligners are mostly very high and
increasingly better at longer read lengths. On average, CUSHAW2, Masai, and Smalt
performed consistently well across read lengths 50-100, whereas Bowtie2, BWA-SW and
SeqAlto performed equally well at read lengths 75-100, but were slightly inferior at read
length 50. Strictly based on numbers, SHRiMP2 appeared very good, but for larger
genomes, it acquired a lot of computer memory, and crashed in some cases. Performance
of GASSST seemed peculiar with some recall values larger than 1. This is possible if a
read is aligned to multiple locations by the aligner and counted as correct more than once
by the SAMtool evaluation package, which allows a gap (default value of 20) between
predicted and actual read positions.
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Table 1. Precision and recall averaged across 100 genomes at read lengths 50, 75, 100.
Prec-50 Rec-50 Prec-75 Rec-75 Prec-100 Rec-100
Bowtie2
0.9871 0.9062 0.9943 0.9721 0.9965
0.9891
BWA-SW
0.9886 0.8983 0.9952 0.9831 0.9972
0.9951
CUSHAW2 0.9882 0.9868 0.9956 0.9956 0.9975
0.9975
GASSST
0.9836 1.1109 0.9897 1.0339 0.9914
0.9757
Masai
0.9889 0.9861 0.9958 0.9903 0.9976
0.9790
mrFAST
0.9408 0.5700 0.9862 0.9166 0.9833
0.9268
SeqAlto
0.9875 0.8851 0.9956 0.9748 0.9976
0.9925
SHRiMP2
0.9892 0.9798 0.9958 0.9905 0.9975
0.9974
Smalt
0.9858 0.9714 0.9954 0.9944 0.9974
0.9974
SOAP2
0.9893 0.9025 0.9959 0.7904 0.9976
0.6526
4.3

The effect of k on Dk and Rk
Measures Dk and Rk are length specific and may have different characteristics for

different values of k. Figure 3. shows the cumulative distributions of Dk and Rk with
k = 12, 25, 50, 100. We can see that the distributions of Dk and Rk are similar, but in an
opposite fashion. For D12 or R12 , the distribution of complexity of the 100 genomes is
quite uniform across the range from 0 to 1. With k > 12, however, the distribution is quite
non-uniform. As k becomes larger, the distribution of Dk (or Rk ) becomes much more
concentrated toward 1 (or 0).

Figure 3. Cumulative distributions of Dk and Rk (k = 12, 25, 50, 100) for 100 genomes.
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The transition from relatively uniform distributions (D12 , R12 ) to very skewed
distributions (Dk , Rk , k ≥ 50) might explain for the low correlation of D12 , R12 to
complexity, as we shall see in the next session.
4.4

Correlation between genome complexity and alignment performance
Figure 4. shows the correlation between complexity measures Dk , Rk , D, I and

alignment performance (precision and recall) at read lengths 50, 75, and 100 for the 100
genomes. We see that the D-complexity surprisingly has no correlation to performance
across all aligners. The I-complexity (Becher et al. [11]) has better correlation, but still
very low, mostly between 0 and -0.3.
We can see that there is a value of k for which Dk that correlated highly with
performance for both precision and recall, across all read lengths of 50, 75, and 100. For
most aligners, the correlations coefficients were approximately 0.95. The only noticeable
exception is for GASSST whose correlation coefficients were comparatively lower than
those of the others. We think the explanation for this is in GASSST’s peculiar performance
as we reported earlier, whereby its recalls were above 1 for many of the 100 genomes.
Additionally, we could see that when recalls were comparative lower for mrFAST and
BWA-SW at read length 50, their correlations were also comparative lower than the other
aligners’. It is important to note that some aligners were designed to work optimally with
longer reads and consequently do not work very well with shorter reads. One can
conclude that if aligners perform predictably in their comfort zones, Dk (or Rk ), is a good
complexity measure that correlates highly to the accuracy of aligning reads to genomes.
A close examination of the results shows that the value of k for which Dk
correlated highest with performance was very close to the read length. For example, at
read length 100, D100 had the highest correlations across aligners; at both read lengths 50
and 75, D50 had the highest correlations, although D25 also had very high correlations at
read length 50. Thus, the most accurate measure of complexity to understand the difficulty
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Figure 4. Correlation coefficients between different measures of complexity and aligners’
performance (precision and recall) at read lengths 50, 75, and 100. Correlation coefficients
were computed for 100 genomes.
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of short read alignment is length sensitive. Intuitively, this is because repeats of length
close to 75, for example, influence the accuracy of the alignment of reads of length 75.
The fact that the best value of k is less than or equal to read length, and not larger
than it implies that Dk accounts for approximate repeats. To see this, observe that a
75-mer repeat might not be part of a 100-mer, but surely contains several 50-mer repeats
(26 of them, to be precise). This means that D100 neglects to account for several 50-mers,
whereas D50 accounts for all of these, and these 50-mer repeats directly have an influence
of the accuracy of aligning reads of length 75. This is probably why D50 had a better
correlation profile to complexity than D100 did. The that fact Dk accounts for approximate
repeats longer than k can be explained formally by the so-called q-gram lemma, which
states that two sequences of length k with edit distance e share at least n − q + 1 − qe
q-grams.
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Chapter 5
Discussion and Future Work
We demonstrated that length sensitive measures (e.g. Dk or Rk ) were suitable for
studying how genome complexity affected the hardness of short-read alignment. This
work has implications for theoretical studies of genome complexity, as well as for
comparing alignment methods, and designing cost-effective experiments to assemble
genomes. Beyond short-read alignment, Dk and Rk should be similarly useful for
computational tasks such as short-read assembly, whose performance are affected by
genomic repeats.
5.1

Summary of current accomplishments
We investigated three different formulations of genome complexity as a viable

approach to understanding hardness of short read alignment. We found that our own
formulation D, and another formulation I [11], were not useful. In contrast, we found that
Dk , a length-sensitive measure of genome complexity defined as the fraction of distinct
substrings among all substrings of length k, correlated highly to the accuracy of alignment
of 8 popular aligners. Since these aligners are quite diverse in terms of algorithmic
techniques, we may conclude that these correlations are real. Further, we showed how to
use Dk and build models that can predict alignment accuracy with very low prediction
errors; these errors are low enough to differentiate among different aligners. We showed
that this method had high predictive power, which means that one can comfortably expect
very low prediction errors for models with high correlations.
The ability to predict accuracy of short-read aligners without aligning reads has
two useful benefits. First, it will save time and serve as an additional useful criterion to
compare different alignment algorithms and to select the most accurate aligners for
unknown genomes. We can use linear regression models of aligners to build an optimal
front, as shown conceptually in Figure 5. and select the most accurate aligners for a new
genome based on its complexity value. Computing complexity for genomes is much less
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computationally expensive than align millions of reads of different lengths and mutation
rates to genomes.

Figure 5. Selection of most accurate aligners using linear regression models of genome
complexity. In this example, the aligner associated with the green model work best for
genomes whose complexity are less than 0.2
The ability to predict alignment accuracy may reduce cost greatly by providing
practitioners a more accurate estimation of the number of reads needed to cover a genome
to be sequenced. As more genomes are sequenced, sequencing based on the mapping or
aligning of short reads to reference genomes will be utilized more frequently and a deep
understanding of alignment accuracy of short-read aligners will be more important.
5.2

Potential solutions and future directions
Researchers have long known that the abundance of repeats is detrimental to the

performance of computational methods in NGS experiments and extra cost and care must
be used to obtain satisfactory results. For instance, to sequence genomes known to have a
high number of repeats, large numbers of reads (e.g. sequencing depth larger than 50x)
must be used to ensure high coverage (closer to 1) and extra care must be exercised to
21

assemble long contigs. But beyond this intuitive understanding and practical rules of
thumb, no formal analysis has been proposed to study the relationships between the
complexity of genomic sequences in terms of abundance of repeats and the performance
of computational methods. To our knowledge, this work offers the first concrete results
that establish formally and quantitatively the adverse effect that repeats have on the
performance of short-read alignment, which is a crucial computational method in the NGS
workflow.
To understand how genomic complexity affects the performance of a
computational method, e.g. short-read alignment, a specific measure needs to be
formulated for this purpose. We arguably proved this notion by demonstrating that repeat
complexity as defined by Rk was a suitable for purpose of relating sequence complexity to
the performance of short-read alignment, whereas other popular notions of sequence
complexity such the LZ, LC, and I complexity were not suitable and useful at all for this
purpose. The reason for this is probably due to the linkage between repeat lengths and
read lengths. We took advantage of this linkage by formulating Rk in terms of repeats of a
specific length k. On the other hand, the other measures of complexity were formulated in
terms of distinct substrings (which are related to repeats) of any given length.
An important contribution of this work is that it insists researchers in
understanding better aligners’ performance on new genomes and consequently make more
informed decisions on selecting appropriate aligners for a specific genome. Determining if
aligner A performs better than aligner B can be very hard; A can give slightly better result
than B for some sequences but slightly worse for others. The more relevant question is
“Will A perform better than B for a specific genome?” The answer can be obtained
experimentally: tweak and experiment with parameters of A and of B, and use each set of
parameters to align millions of reads to that genome. The problem with this approach is
that it is impractical. Each run of millions of reads is already time consuming (both in
execution time and manual work to process the results). Attempting many runs with
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different parameters to compare A and B properly for each specific genome is simply not
practical. As a consequence, in practice, each research group tends to adopt an aligner that
is deemed to be good enough and use it for all of their data.
We demonstrated how Rk could be used to select aligners that would be likely to
perform well on unknown genomic sequences. Bowtie2 and SeqAlto had good
performance on tested datasets and at the same time they had high correlation between
performance and repeat complexity. Thus, their performance should be similarly high
with unknown sequences. In contrast, one should be cautious in choosing aligners that
perform well on tested datasets, but have lower correlation with Rk .
Accurate prediction of alignment performance can have an impact on experimental
designs and analyses that are based on NGS data, since short-read alignment is an
essential component of many important computational tasks such as genome assembly,
genotyping, and gene expression measurement. In particular, performance measures such
as accuracy and coverage might help reduce experimental costs. Accuracy of alignment
(the percentage of correctly aligned reads out of all reads) gives a hint to how much reads
are wasted by an aligners. Thus, an accurate prediction of alignment accuracy can help
researchers estimate better an appropriate amount of reads needed for an experimental
design. Further, alignment coverage (the percentage of genomes covered by aligned reads)
can also help researchers estimate how many reads will be needed to cover most parts of
genomes.
5.3

Conclusion
To our knowledge, this work offers the first concrete results that establish formally

and quantitatively the adverse effect that repeats have on the performance of short-read
alignment, which is a crucial computational method in the NGS workflow. This approach
helps researchers select appropriate aligners based on repeat complexity of genomes of
interest, instead of relying on average aligners’ performance or aligners’ performance on
other genomes, which might have very different complexity compared to the genomes of
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interest. Predicting performance of aligners based strictly on repeat complexity of
genomes without having to align millions of reads to find out which aligners are best for
the genomes of interest can potentially save a lot of time.
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